How is the serial order of a spatial sequence represented in short-term memory (STM)? Previous research by Farrell and Lewandowsky (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008) has shown that 5 alternative mechanisms for the representation of serial order can be distinguished on the basis of their predictions concerning the response times accompanying transposition errors. We report 3 experiments involving the output-timed serial recall of sequences of seen spatial locations that tested these predictions. The results of all 3 experiments revealed that transposition latencies are a negative function of transposition displacement, but with a reduction in the slope of the function for postponement, compared with anticipation errors. This empirical pattern is consistent with that observed in serial recall of verbal sequences reported by Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), and with the predictions of a competitive queuing mechanism, within which serial order is represented via a primacy gradient of activations over items combined with associations between items and positional markers, and with suppression of items following recall. The results provide the first clear evidence that spatial and verbal STM rely on some common mechanisms and principles for the representation of serial order.
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A pivotal issue to be addressed by any adequate theory of short-term memory (STM) is the problem of serial order (Lashley, 1951): how people store and reproduce the order of a sequence of items. From vocabulary acquisition (Baddeley, Gathercole, & Paap, 1998) to the learning and production of action sequences (Agam, Bullock, & Sekuler, 2005; Agam, Galperin, Gold, & Sekuler, 2007; Baddeley, 2007), this competency is thought to be crucial for numerous acts of higher level cognition. According to one popular theory—namely, the working memory model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974)—STM for a sequence of verbal items depends upon the action of a phonological loop—a rapidly decaying phonological store, the contents of which can be revivified via a compensatory articulatory control process (Baddeley, 1986) whereas STM for a spatial sequence depends upon the action of a visuospatial sketchpad—a rapidly decaying visual store, the contents of which can be revivified via a compensatory spatial rehearsal process (Logie, 1995). Although the working memory model has proved successful in explaining a wealth of data obtained with serial tasks, a major shortcoming of the model is that it does not specify how serial order information is represented within the two STM systems.

In response to these shortcomings of the conceptual model, several authors have developed computational theories of the phonological loop that quantitatively instantiate its core assumptions, while specifying explicit mechanisms for serial order (Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998a; Page & Norris, 1998). The successes and failures of these theories have inspired other authors to develop computational theories of verbal STM for serial order, albeit cast outside the phonological-loop/working-memory framework (Botvinick & Plaut, 2006; Brown, Neath, & Chater, 2007; Brown, Preece, & Hulme, 2000; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008). The seriating mechanisms that should feature within an adequate computational account of the phonological loop have been discovered via comparisons between these models on the basis of their core constructs (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004, 2012; Henson, 1998b, 1999; Hitch, Fastame, & Flude, 2005; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008; Oberauer, 2003). In contrast, computational theories of STM for spatial sequences have yet to be developed, and the principles and mechanisms governing the representation of serial order in spatial STM have remained elusive. This is perhaps surprising, given that very many lines of evidence now indicate that spatial and verbal STM for serial order are functionally similar (see Hurlstone, Hitch, & Baddeley, 2014, and Parmentier, 2010, for reviews), suggesting that principles of serial order in verbal STM may generalize to the spatial domain.

This article examines the representation of serial order in spatial STM using a combination of experimentation and modeling. Specifically, it examines whether principles and mechanisms previ-
ously shown to contribute to the representation of serial order in verbal STM also contribute to the representation of serial order in spatial STM. We employ a generic modeling architecture to contrast the predictions of five computational models of serial order built from different combinations of representational principles widely employed in models of verbal STM. Although the models cannot be distinguished on the basis of their predicted response probabilities, they make interestingly different predictions concerning the response times accompanying transposition errors. We report three experiments involving the recall of sequences of spatial locations that tested the predictions of the models. To foreshadow, the results consistently support the predictions of a representational mechanism embodying a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression. This mechanism has previously been identified in a kindred study involving the recall of verbal sequences (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004), suggesting that common principles underpin serial order across the spatial and verbal domains. We discuss the broader theoretical implications of this outcome for the representation of serial order within working memory.

**Similarities Between Serial Order in the Spatial and Verbal Domains**

Memory for serial order is typically examined with the serial recall task, in which participants are given a sequence of items that they must subsequently recall in the correct order. In the verbal domain—where the task has been most frequently employed—the stimuli typically consist of letters, digits, or words, whereas in the spatial domain, the stimuli typically consist of spatial locations or spatial movements. The measure of spatial serial recall that has been most commonly utilized is the Corsi-Blocks Task (Corsi, 1972). In this task, an experimenter taps blocks arranged irregularly on a wooden tablet in a sequence that an observing participant must subsequently reproduce. In computerized versions of the task, the locations are represented by two-dimensional squares and a sequence is conveyed by briefly highlighting each location in turn. The participant is then required to reproduce the sequence by pointing to the locations using a touch-sensitive display or a mouse-driven pointer. A major advantage of computerized versions of the task is that they permit the recording of response latencies (De Lillo, 2004; Fischer, 2001). One objective of many studies employing this task—and basic variants of it (viz., the dots task; Jones, Farrand, Stuart, & Morris, 1995)—has been to establish whether serial order is processed in similar ways across the spatial and verbal domains. The strategy adopted in pursuit of this goal has been to determine whether major phenomena of serial order witnessed in verbal STM are extensible to spatial STM. The two phenomena that have received the most empirical scrutiny are serial position curves and transposition gradients.

The serial position curve plots recall accuracy as a function of the serial position of items. When plotted for verbal sequences, the forward recall curve exhibits two canonical features. First, there is a sharp monotonic decrease in accuracy extending from the first position onward—known as the primacy effect. Second, there is an upturn in the trend line at the final serial position—known as the recency effect. Serial position curves can also be plotted using interresponse time as the dependent measure. Response timing studies have shown that people leave a long pause prior to outputting the first item in a verbal sequence, after which recall latency varies inversely with serial position accuracy giving rise to an inverted U-shaped latency serial position curve (Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Maybery, Parmentier, & Jones, 2002; Parmentier & Maybery, 2008; Thomas, Milner, & Haberlandt, 2003).

The forward recall curve for verbal sequences is associated with a highly systematic pattern of errors. The majority of errors are transpositions (Aaronson, 1968; Henson, 1996), which occur when items are recalled in the wrong positions. Transpositions can be classified according to their displacement—the numerical difference between an item’s input and output positions. Transpositions with negative displacement values are known as “anticipations” and occur when an item is recalled before its target position. For example, a −2 displacement indicates an item has been recalled two positions ahead of its correct position. Transpositions with positive displacement values are known as “postponements” and occur when an item is recalled after its target position. For example, a +4 displacement indicates an item has been recalled four positions after its correct position. Transposition gradients plot the probability of transpositions as a function of their displacement and exhibit three hallmark characteristics (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004). First, the gradients peak at displacement 0, indicating that the majority of responses are correct. Second, the probability of a transposition decreases as the absolute displacement increases. Thus, when an item is recalled in the wrong position it will tend to be close to its correct position—the locality constraint (Henson, 1996; Henson, Norris, Page, & Baddeley, 1996). Third, the error gradients for anticipations and postponements are approximately symmetrical (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004): The probability of a transposition at each absolute displacement is similar for anticipations and postponements.

These features of memory for serial order are not confined to the verbal domain: accuracy serial position curves (Avons, 2007; Farrand, Parmentier, & Jones, 2001; Guérard & Tremblay, 2008; Jones et al., 1995; Tremblay, Guérard, Parmentier, Nicholls, & Jones, 2006), latency serial position curves (Parmentier, André, Elford, & Jones, 2006; Parmentier, Elford, & Maybery, 2005), and transposition gradients (Hurlstone, 2010; Jalbert, Saint-Aubin, & Tremblay, 2008; Parmentier et al., 2006; Smyth & Scholey, 1996) exhibiting the empirical features just reviewed have also been observed for serial recall of sequences of spatial locations. Indeed, spatial and verbal serial recall share many other functional similarities, including similar distributions of item and order errors (Guérard & Tremblay, 2008) and similar effects of sequence length (Jones et al., 1995; Smyth, 1996; Smyth & Scholey, 1994, 1996), temporal grouping (Parmentier et al., 2006), item similarity (Jalbert et al., 2008), and sequence repetition (Couture & Tremblay, 2006). These similarities between spatial and verbal STM are suggestive of the operation of common principles for representing serial order in the spatial and verbal domains. In the next section, we outline mechanisms and principles that have been implicated in the representation of serial order in verbal STM, which may also be implicated in the representation of serial order in spatial STM.

**Mechanisms and Principles for Serial Order**

There has been some theoretical convergence between the various computational models of verbal STM, and several mechanisms and principles for serial order can be discerned. Table 1 lists those theories and classifies them according to the core mechanisms and principles they instantiate. It can be seen from inspection of this table that most
theories generate serial order using a parallel sequence planning and control mechanism known as competitive queuing. However, the theories differ in terms of the exact principles they use to represent serial order within the competitive queuing system, with some representing serial order by associating items to an index of their sequence position using position marking; some by incorporating a primacy gradient of activations over items; and others by a combination of position marking and a primacy gradient. Additionally, almost all theories implement response suppression, and some postulate a role for output interference. We turn now to a description of the different mechanisms and principles.  

**Competitive Queuing**

A schematic of a generic competitive queuing mechanism (e.g., Bullock, 2004; Bullock & Rhodes, 2003; Davelaar, 2007; Houghton, 1990) envisaged as a neural network model is illustrated in Figure 1. The model consists of two layers of localist item nodes: a parallel planning layer and a competitive choice layer. The nodes in the parallel planning layer represent the pool of elements from which sequences are composed. Recalling a sequence is a two-stage process. In the first stage, an ordering mechanism activates in parallel a subset of the nodes in the planning layer, with the relative strength of node activations coding the relative output priority of items. In the second stage, these activations are projected to corresponding nodes in the competitive choice layer. The node activations in this layer are governed by competitive mechanisms that modulate the activation gradient of activations over items; and others by a combination of position marking and a primacy gradient. Additionally, almost all theories implement response suppression, and some postulate a role for output interference. We turn now to a description of the different mechanisms and principles.  

**Prime Gradient**

A simpler scheme for representing serial order is in terms of a primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy gradient of activations. During serial order encoding, the first item in the sequence is activated strongest, with the activations of subsequent items decreasing monotonically across input positions. In some models (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg, 1978; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998), serial order is represented on the basis of the primacy
Response Suppression

Response suppression refers to the inhibition of items once they have been recalled and represents an almost universal assumption of theories of verbal STM (e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Henson, 1998a; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998). In competitive queuing models, response suppression is represented by the inhibitory feedback signal from the competitive choice layer to the parallel planning layer following the recall of an item. Response suppression is a crucial ingredient in competitive queuing models that represent serial order using a primacy gradient, because, in its absence, the selection mechanism would perseverate on the initial response, which would always remain the most active. Response suppression is less crucial in competitive queuing models that represent serial order using position marking, because the re-evolving positional context signal dynamically updates the activations in the parallel planning layer, thereby reducing the burden on response suppression for sequencing. Nevertheless, even models that represent serial order using position marking typically incorporate response suppression in order to minimize the occurrence of erroneous repetition errors, which would otherwise be abnormally frequent.

Output Interference

Output interference is not a representation of serial order, but rather an ancillary assumption incorporated in some theories of STM to more accurately model primacy and sequence length effects in serial recall (Brown et al., 2000, 2007; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008). It refers to the notion that the recall of an item from STM interferes with the representations or accessibility of items that are yet to be retrieved. This output interference occurs irrespective of whether or not a recalled item is subsequently suppressed, and its effects accumulate as sequence production unfolds, meaning that the representations of items in the middle and toward the end of the sequence will be most impaired by its action.

The Current Study

Given the empirical similarities between spatial and verbal STM for serial order, it seems likely that at least some of the principles and mechanisms just described also contribute to the representation of serial order in spatial STM. The question is, which ones, if not all of them? In a recent review of the literature, Hurlstone et al. (2014) proposed that all short-term memories (e.g., spatial, verbal, visual) utilize the competitive queuing mechanism to plan, represent, and recall sequences. This claim was founded on three precedents. First, competitive queuing models offer a natural account of the locality constraint governing transpositions in serial tasks. Thus, if the activations of elements in one or both layers of the competitive queuing output module are perturbed by moderate random noise, this will alter the relative output priority of items, and, because of the gradient-based representation of serial order, adjacent-neighbor movement errors will predominate. Second, the competitive queuing mechanism has received direct support from electrophysiological recording data obtained with monkeys engaged in a spatial imitation task (Averbeck, Chafee, Crowe, & Georgopoulos, 2002, 2003; Averbeck, Crowe, Chafee, & Georgopoulos, 2003), and aspects of these data have been corroborated in ERP studies of humans (Agam, Huang, & Sekuler, 2010; Agam & Sekuler, 2007). Third, competitive queuing models have been developed and successfully applied to a variety of serial performance domains, including action planning (Cooper & Shallice, 2000), music performance (Palmer & Pfordresher, 2003), speech production (Bohland, Bullock, & Guenther, 2009), spelling (Glasspool & Houghton, 2005), typing (Rumelhart & Norman, 1982), and, of course, verbal STM (Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998a; Page & Norris, 1998), suggesting that competitive queuing may be a general basis for all serial behaviors (Bullock, 2004; Bullock & Rhodes, 2003; Glasspool, 2005).

Within the verbal competitive queuing system—namely, the phonological loop—Hurlstone et al. (2014) noted that there is direct evidence implicating a confluence of representational principles, including position marking, a primacy gradient, response suppression,
and output interference. However, they noted that the principles underlying the representation of serial order within the spatial competitive queuing system—namely, the visuospatial sketchpad—are less transparent, largely because the behavioral signatures of the aforementioned principles have not yet been studied in the spatial domain. Indeed, as noted earlier, most studies of spatial STM have focused on serial position curves and transposition gradients, and—as we show by simulation shortly—these data patterns are explicable by various different mechanisms for representing serial order within the class of competitive queuing models.

In the current study, we test the possible involvement of the different representational principles in spatial STM by focusing on a data pattern that previous research has shown is particularly effective in differentiating their theoretical predictions. Farrell and Lewandowsky (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008) employed a generic competitive queuing architecture to contrast the response probability and recall latency predictions of five models built using different combinations of the previously mentioned principles for representing serial order. They found that although the models could not be distinguished on the basis of their predicted serial position curves and transposition gradients, they nevertheless made dramatically different predictions concerning the response times accompanying transpositions.

In what follows, we sought to identify the principles underlying the representation of serial order in spatial STM by examining the pattern of transposition latencies underlying a spatial serial recall task. We proceed as follows: We begin by presenting the characteristic response probability and recall latency predictions of five alternative mechanisms for the representation of serial order. Next, we report the results of three experiments that tested their error latency predictions. Finally, we present quantitative fits of the models to representative data from our experiments before exploring the robustness of their behavior to variations in model parameter settings.

**Modeling Transposition Latencies**

Following Farrell and Lewandowsky (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008), we did not utilize a fully implemented competitive queuing architecture for our simulations, but instead employed a single-layer lateral inhibition network, corresponding to the competitive choice layer. For each of the representational principles being modeled, we specified—using appropriate parameters—the profile of activations that would be expected initially at each output position in the parallel planning layer, before feeding that pattern of activations into the lateral inhibition network in order to generate an unambiguous response and an associated recall latency. Thus, we did not simulate the process of encoding serial order, as the selection mechanism is insensitive to the exact mechanisms generating the initial activations used to drive recall.

**A Common Competitive Queuing Response Selection Network Architecture**

A schematic of the response selection network employed for the simulations is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of a single competitive layer of localist item nodes corresponding to the pool of response elements from which sequences can be generated. Each node has a recurrent self-excitatory connection, plus lateral inhibitory connections to all other nodes. The excitatory and inhibitory weights are a hardwired property of the network and were set to constant values of 1.1 and −0.1, respectively. This network operates as a competitive filter that selects a single response from among a set of parallel activated representations. As noted earlier, serial order is represented in the network by setting starting activation values for the item nodes at each output position, the derivation of which is determined by the representational principles being modeled (see later). The activation of each node is determined by this initial external input, plus recurrent self-excitation, and lateral inhibition received from all other item nodes, which are jointly determined by the following equation (Houghton, 2005):

\[
Int_{jt} = a_{jt-1} W^+ + W^- \sum_{ij} a_{ij-1}
\]

where \(Int_j\) constitutes the internal input a unit receives from within the layer, \(a_i\) represents the initial activation of unit \(j\) determined by its external input, \(a_i\) constitutes the activation of all other nodes in the layer, \(W^+\) and \(W^-\) represent the excitatory and inhibitory weight values, respectively, and \(t\) corresponds to time (note that negative activations are not allowed to spread in Equation 1; otherwise a node with a negative activation would send excitation, rather than inhibition, to other nodes within the layer). The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 1 represents the recurrent self-excitation, whereas the second term represents the lateral inhibition received from all other nodes in the layer. This sets up a winner-takes-all response competition over the item nodes, and the initially most active node—the node receiving the highest external activation—has the advantage that it will send more activation to itself than any other node and will also receive the least lateral inhibition. The node activations are iteratively updated.
over time using Equation 1. This results in a gradual increase in the activation of the strongest node, and a gradual decrease in the activations of the weaker nodes as they receive more lateral inhibition. The iterations stop when the strongest node exceeds a response threshold \( T \) (set to 1.0 for all simulations), and the number of iterations required to determine the response is taken as the network’s recall latency. This process is repeated at each successive output position by defining a new set of starting activations and allowing activations to iterate toward a response. In order to bring the predicted recall times of the network within the range of the observed latencies in the forthcoming experiments, they were multiplied by a scaling parameter \( S \) (0 < \( S \) ≤ 200; where \( S = 50 \) for the initial simulations—1 iterative cycle = 50 ms).

Order errors are introduced by adding a small amount of random Gaussian noise (\( \mu = 0 \) and \( \sigma = .04 \) for the initial simulations) to the node activations on each iterative cycle. There is no temporal deadline for the network to converge on a response, which means that omission errors are not possible, nor are extralist intrusion errors, because the only nodes to receive activation are those corresponding to items that are part of the sequence.

**Implementation of Representational Principles**

The representational principles were implemented through different settings of the starting activations at each output position. The representational principles were instantiated as follows.

**Position marking.** Position marking was implemented by specifying activations for item nodes that reflected the distances between item positions. Specifically, the activation \( a \) of the item node \( j \) for the current response (output) \( r \) position was strongest, whereas the activations of neighboring item nodes decreased as an accelerating function of their distance from the target item:

\[
 a_j = \lambda |j-r|
\]

where \( \theta \) is a parameter controlling the distinctiveness of the position marking activations (0 < \( \theta \) ≤ 1; \( \theta = .65 \) for the initial simulations) and \( \lambda \) is a weighting parameter that determines the distance of each item’s initial activation from the response threshold (0 < \( \lambda \) ≤ 1; \( \lambda = 1 \) for the initial simulations). For each output position, the activations generated by \( \theta \) were rescaled to sum to 1—calculated by dividing each node’s activation by the sum of the activations of all nodes—before they were multiplied by \( \lambda \). This representational scheme produces gradients of activations akin to those generated by the positional context signals in the Burgess and Hitch (1999) and OSCAR (Brown et al., 2000) models. Figure 3A shows example starting activations for position marking for the fourth output position in a seven-item sequence.
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Primacy gradient. The primacy gradient was implemented as a decrease in activations across input positions. The activation of each node was determined by

\[ a_j = a_1 \gamma^{j-1} \]  
(3)

where \( a_1 \) is the activation of the item node corresponding to the first input position (0 < \( a_1 \) ≤ 1; \( a_1 = .6 \) for the initial simulations), and \( \gamma \) is a parameter controlling the steepness of the primacy gradient (0 < \( \gamma \) ≤ 1; \( \gamma = .85 \) for the initial simulations). Retrieval commenced by imposing the entire primacy gradient over the item nodes at the first output position and allowing activation to accumulate toward a response. This process was then repeated for each subsequent output position by imposing the same primacy gradient over the item nodes but with suppression (see later) of those nodes corresponding to previously recalled items. Example starting activations for a primacy gradient for the first output position are shown in Figure 3B.

Primacy gradient and position marking. In line with the serializing mechanisms instantiated in several theories of serial recall (Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008), in some simulations, serial order was represented through the combination of a primacy gradient and position marking by calculating starting activations as follows:

\[ a_j = (1 - \omega) a_1 \gamma^{j-1} + \omega \alpha \theta^{(j-r)} \]  
(4)

Equation 4 integrates Equations 2 and 3, and incorporates an additional weighting parameter \( \omega \) (0 < \( \omega \) ≤ 1; \( \omega = .5 \) for the initial simulations) that governs the relative importance of the two representations of serial order. When \( \omega = .5 \), the two representations of order are weighted equally. However, when \( \omega < .5 \), more weight is given to the primacy gradient representation of order; conversely, when \( \omega > .5 \), more weight is given to the positional representation of order. Figure 3C shows example starting activations for the combination of a primacy gradient and position marking for the fourth output position.

Response suppression. Response suppression was implemented by reducing an item’s activation once it had been recalled. For each output position, starting activation values were first calculated based on the other representational principles being modeled. The activations of nodes corresponding to items that had already been recalled were then multiplied by \( 1 - \alpha \), where \( \alpha \) represents the extent of response suppression (0 < \( \alpha \) ≤ 1; \( \alpha = .95 \) for the initial simulations). Example starting activations for a primacy gradient complemented by response suppression for the fourth output position are illustrated in Figure 3D.

Output interference. Output interference was modeled by assuming that recall of an item added noise to the activations of yet-to-be-recalled items. Accordingly, random Gaussian noise with a standard deviation that increased as a function of output position was applied to the starting activations generated by the serial ordering principle(s) being modeled (e.g., position marking), and was determined by \( \delta \times \sigma \times r \), where \( \delta \) is a parameter controlling the weighting of output interference across output positions (0 < \( \delta \) ≤ 1; \( \delta = .5 \) for the initial simulations) and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of noise applied to activations during the iterative updating process (see earlier). An example of the increase in the standard deviation of Gaussian noise applied to the starting activations across output positions is shown in Figure 3E.

Five Models of Serial Order

The response probability and recall latency predictions of five models of serial order—built from different combinations of the four principles—were compared: (a) position marking (PM), (b) position marking and response suppression (PM + RS), (c) position marking and output interference (PM + OI), (d) a primacy gradient and response suppression (PG + RS), and (e) a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression (PG + PM + RS). These models are the same as those employed by Farrell and Lewandowsky (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008), and are representative of the range of mechanisms instantiated in contemporary theories of serial recall (see Table 1). Predictions were generated for each model using 50,000 simulation trials of seven-item sequences.

Figure 4 shows the theoretical predictions of the models for four serial recall measures: (a) accuracy serial position curves, (b) transposition gradients, (c) latency serial position curves, and (d) latency-displacement functions (LDFs). These predictions can be compared with those presented in Figures 3 and 4 of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), and the accuracy serial position curves (Figure 4A), it can be seen that all five models predict both a primacy and a recency effect. With the exception of the PM model—which predicts a symmetrical curve—the models correctly predict a more extensive primacy than recency effect. From inspection of the associated model predictions for transpositions (Figure 4B), it can be seen that all five models reproduce the three hallmark features of transposition gradients delineated at the outset, namely, the peaking of the gradients at displacement zero, the locality constraint, and the approximate symmetry of the anticipation and postponement error gradients. However, the PM + RS and PM + OI models predict somewhat more asymmetric transposition gradients, with postponements being slightly more frequent than anticipations. Turning to the predicted latency serial position curves (Figure 4C), all models correctly predict that recall latency varies inversely with recall accuracy. However, the models miss out on the extra long initial recall latency observed empirically. It has been suggested that this long initial output time reflects the operation of a preparatory stage that precedes production of the first response (Anderson & Matessa, 1997), such as the priming of a low-level motor output buffer (Stemberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978). Because this preparatory latency does not assist in discriminating between the models—and because ancillary assumptions are necessary to accommodate it—no attempt is made to model it here.

It is apparent from the foregoing that the five models generate qualitatively similar predictions for the first three serial recall measures, and that these measures therefore cannot be used to discriminate between them. However, adjudication becomes possible when one considers their predicted LDFs, illustrated in Figure 4D. To elaborate, LDF plots have a similar form as transposition displacement gradients, but with mean latency, rather than response probability, as the dependent measure. Following Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), the effect of output position has been removed from the model LDFs by subtracting their predicted mean recall latencies at each output position from the individual latencies at corresponding positions. This filtering process is necessary because output position is correlated with transposition displace-
Most anticipations occur near the beginning of the sequence, whereas most postponements occur toward the end. This is problematic because recall latencies are typically longer at early, than at late, output positions, which can artificially inflate the recall latencies for anticipations and artificially accelerate the recall latencies for postponements. The filtering process removes any effects of output position from the data, permitting an uncontaminated examination of the effects of transposition displacement on the dynamics of transpositions (note that the negative latencies at some transposition displacements are a consequence of this filtering). Before scrutinizing the model LDFs, one further issue warrants comment. Whereas repetition errors—both occurrences of the repeat—were included in the predicted transposition gradients shown in Figure 4B, they were excluded from the associated LDFs in Figure 4D, because the models incorporating response suppression predict that the error latencies for repeated and nonrepeated items behave differently. Specifically, because suppression renders an already-recalled item a weak recall competitor at subsequent output positions, it will take some time for a suppressed item’s activation to overcome the strong lateral inhibitory signals received from other items to win the output competition a second time. Thus, the models incorporating response suppression necessarily predict longer recall latencies for transpositions involving repeated items than transpositions involving nonrepeated items. To maintain consistency with the modeling, in the experiments that follow, repetitions were included in the transposition gradients but excluded from the accompanying LDFs.

The first thing to note about the LDFs is that all models predict that the slope of the function for anticipations is negative, indicating that latencies for anticipations increase as a function of displacement.
placement. This is because whether serial order is represented by a primacy gradient, position marking, or by both principles, an anticipation involves a weakly activated item being recalled from among a set of stronger competitors from earlier input positions. The further an item is anticipated, the greater the number of competitors it must overcome and, consequently, the longer it will take for that item to win the output competition. It follows that the models cannot be distinguished on the basis of their predicted anticipation slopes. However, it is clear from inspection of Figure 4D that there is considerable heterogeneity between the models in their predicted postponement slopes. Starting with the PM model, this model predicts that latencies for postponements increase as a function of displacement in the same way as they do for anticipations, giving the overall LDF a symmetric V-shaped function. The PM + RS and PM + OI models both predict a partially asymmetric V-shaped LDF in which the slope of the function for postponements is reduced compared to that for anticipations. In the PM + RS model, this arises because the suppression of items following recall reduces the number of competitors at late output positions. Because postponements will tend to occur toward the end of the sequence, the reduced competitor set results in shorter recall latencies for these errors. In the PM + OI model, it arises because the impact of accumulating output interference is to gradually raise the activations of later items, taking them closer to the decision threshold. In sharp contrast to the preceding models, the PG + RS model predicts a negative postponement slope in which the latencies for postponements become accelerated with increasing positive displacements. This is because, in this model, a postponement error involves a strongly activated item being recalled from among a set of weaker competitors from later input positions. The longer an item is postponed, the greater the disparity will be between its activation and that of its weaker rivals, enabling it to quickly suppress those items through lateral inhibition and win the output competition. Finally, the PG + PM + RS model predicts a flat postponement slope because the impact of adding the primacy gradient to the position marking activations is to compress the component of the position marking activations representing positional uncertainty with respect to the beginning of the sequence.

These predictions are consistent with those reported by Farrell and Lewandowsky (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008). These authors reported three experiments involving the keyboard-timed serial recall of sequences of letters and digits (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004), in which they consistently observed that transposition latency is a negative function of transposition displacement, with a reduction in the slope of the LDF for postponements, compared with anticipations—a pattern uniquely consistent with the theoretical prediction of the PG + PM + RS model. However, this model was not included in the original model comparisons of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), who—based on quantitative fits of the other four models to data from their Experiment 3—initially interpreted their results as conferring support for the PG + RS model. The PG + PM + RS model was only introduced in a subsequent review article by Lewandowsky and Farrell (2008), within which the authors presented qualitative predictions of the model, but no attempt was made to fit it to the same data employed for the original model comparisons. Hurlstone (2010) has plugged this theoretical gap by showing that when fit to those same data, the PG + PM + RS model does indeed provide a better description of the observed LDF than the PG + RS model.

Outline of Experiments

We now report three experiments that tested the transposition latency predictions of the five models employing a computerized version of the Corsi-Blocks Task. Unlike conventional versions of this task, the first two experiments employed a sequential—as opposed to a simultaneous—presentation format. To explain, in typical instantiations of the Corsi-Blocks Task (e.g., De Lillo, 2004; Fischer, 2001; Smyth & Scholey, 1996), the locations are always simultaneously visible and the presentation order of the sequence is indicated by highlighting each location in turn. The sequential presentation format adopted here involved displaying locations in isolation by having each briefly appear and then disappear in succession. This presentation format was chosen to increase correspondence with the verbal serial recall task, which uses a sequential presentation format. To ensure that the pattern of the LDFs observed in these initial experiments was not specific to the presentation method employed, a third experiment used the conventional simultaneous presentation format. In addition, Experiments 1 and 3 incorporated a temporal grouping manipulation, whereas Experiment 2 incorporated a distractor manipulation.

Experiment 1

The first experiment examined the LDFs underpinning ungrouped and temporally grouped spatial sequences. Differentiating a sequence into subgroups by inserting temporal pauses has been shown in verbal studies to exert a multiplicity of effects on serial recall. First, grouping enhances overall recall accuracy (Frankish, 1985, 1989; Hitch, Burgess, Towse, & Culpin, 1996; Ryan, 1969a, 1969b) and modifies the shape of the accuracy serial position curve: Primacy and recency effects are observed within groups, as well as the sequence overall (Frankish, 1985, 1989; Hitch et al., 1996). Second, grouping exerts systematic effects on the pattern of recall latencies: In addition to leaving a long pause prior to outputting the first item in the sequence, participants leave long pauses prior to outputting the first item of each group (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Maybery et al., 2002; Parmentier & Maybery, 2008). Third, although grouping reduces the incidence of transpositions overall, it increases the incidence of interpositions—transpositions between groups that maintain their positions within groups (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Henson, 1996, 1999; Ng & Maybery, 2002, 2005; Ryan, 1969a, 1969b). There is a general consensus among serial-recall theorists (see, e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998a; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008) that temporal grouping effects confer evidence for the operation of position marking in verbal STM. Positional models account for such effects by assuming that order information in grouped sequences is represented on multiple dimensions, with one dimension representing the positions of groups (Brown et al., 2000; Henson, 1998a; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008) or items (Burgess & Hitch, 1999) in the sequence overall, and with a second dimension representing the positions of items within groups. The latter dimension is crucially necessary to account for the interposition errors that are a hallmark characteristic of grouped sequences.
Temporal grouping effects are not confined to verbal memo-
randa; they have also been documented in a study by Parmentier and colleagues (2006; Experiment 4), in which participants repro-
duced the order of sequences of seen spatial locations. Interest-
ingly, however, unlike in the verbal studies of temporal grouping, Parmentier and colleagues failed to observe an increase in the incidence of interpositions in grouped spatial sequences. This discrepancy is noteworthy because the occurrence of interpositions in grouped sequences is a core component of the claim that the representation of serial order in such sequences is based on a process of position marking (Henson, 1999).

Given its multifarious effects on recall, we incorporated the temporal grouping manipulation to establish whether it exerted any systematic effects on the dynamics of transpositions. Specifically, if grouping induces a strong reliance on positional representations, the postponement slope of the LDF for grouped sequences should be steeply positive—yielding an overall symmetric or partially asymmetric V-shaped LDF—consistent with the predictions of positional models. However, if the postponement slope is flat or negative, then this would point to a role for principles other than position marking in the representation of serial order in grouped spatial sequences (viz., a primacy gradient with response suppression). An ancillary reason for incorporating the grouping manip-
ulation was to establish the generality of the results of Parmentier et al. (2006)—notably, their failure to witness an increase in interpositions in grouped spatial sequences.

Although studies of temporal grouping in the verbal domain have typically employed six-item sequences organized into two groups of three (Farrell, 2008; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Maybery et al., 2002; Parmentier & Maybery, 2008), this method was not adopted here because piloting revealed that recall accuracy was too high. Instead, seven-item sequences were employed, and temporally grouped sequences were divided into a group of four items followed by a group of three—a grouping pattern employed previously in some verbal studies (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Hen-
son, 1999). One implication of employing groups of unequal sizes is that interpositions can fall into two types: absolute and relative. Absolute interpositions are transpositions between groups that maintain their absolute position within groups, whereas relative interpositions are transpositions between groups that maintain their relative position within groups. Using a 4–3 grouping pattern, absolute interpositions are reflected by ±4 displacements, whereas relative interpositions are reflected by ±3 displacements involving terminal group items. We take an increase in the incidence of either of these errors as evidence of within-group positional coding in spatial STM.

Method

Participants. Twenty members of the campus community at the University of York took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit or payment of £4 (approximately $6.50).

Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli were sequences com-
posed of seven spatial locations. The locations were nine fixed gray icons (measuring 5 cm × 5 cm each) arranged haphazardly on a white background (see Figure 5). The minimum and maximum distances between pairs of locations (measured from the center of each square) were 9.2 cm and 35.3 cm, respectively. Stimulus presentation and response collection were controlled via software developed in-house using a Dell Optiplex (Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.13 GHz processor) PC equipped with a 19-in. monitor and a Razer Copperhead high-precision mouse. The same apparatus was used for all subsequent experiments.

Design and procedure. The experiment manipulated a single independent variable: sequence type (ungrouped vs. grouped), which was a within-subjects factor. Participants always received the grouped sequences last in order to reduce the likelihood that they would subjectively group the ostensibly ungrouped sequences.

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room in the presence of the experimenter. They initiated each trial by selecting a “begin trial” icon located in the center of the computer display using the mouse-driven pointer. Following a 1,000-ms blank in-
terval, any seven of the nine possible locations were displayed individually on-screen in a random order. For ungrouped se-
quences, locations were presented for 500 ms each, with a 250-ms blank interstimulus interval. For grouped sequences, the presenta-
tion rates were the same, except that the interstimulus interval separating presentation of the fourth and fifth locations was 1,000 
ms, creating the impression of two groups of locations, the first containing four locations and the second containing three.

Following the final location, there was a 1,000-ms blank inter-
val, after which all nine locations appeared simultaneously on-screen, prompting participants to recall the sequence in forward serial order using the mouse-driven pointer. Once an item was selected, its color changed transitorily from gray to green for 50 ms to acknowledge that the response had been registered by the computer. Locations could be selected on more than one occasion, meaning that repetition errors were possible, as were intrusion errors, because the spatial array included the two locations that had not been presented in the to be remembered sequence. Following each response, a counter located in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen incremented in value to inform the participant of the number of responses executed so far. Participants were encouraged to guess if they were uncertain of the location for a given position, but if no location came to mind, a “don’t know” response could be
registered by selecting a question mark, which was located adjacent to the response counter. Once seven responses had been recorded by the computer, the display cleared and the recall time for the sequence was conveyed in the central screen position for 3,000 ms, after which it was replaced by the “begin trial” icon for the subsequent trial.

Participants were instructed to encode sequences visually, without deploying supplementary verbal or gestural encoding strategies. All participants reported compliance with these instructions. The experiment consisted of two practice and 80 experimental trials for each sequence type. Sessions lasted approximately 60 min.

Results

The data were analyzed using a strict serial recall scoring procedure: An item was only scored as correct if its output serial position was the same as its input serial position. The results are structured into four sections: (a) accuracy serial position curves, (b) transposition gradients, (c) latency serial position curves, and (d) LDFs. Effect size estimates are provided—for focused comparisons only—using Pearsons r.

Accuracy serial position curves. The accuracy serial position curves are illustrated in Figure 6A, from which it can be seen that grouping enhanced overall recall accuracy and caused a change in the shape of the serial curve: Primacy and recency effects can be seen within groups, as well as the sequence overall. Statistical confirmation of these observations was obtained by means of a 2 (sequence type) × 7 (serial position) ANOVA, which revealed significant main effects of sequence type, F(1, 19) = 8.45, p < .01, r = .55, and serial position, F(6, 114) = 59.81, p < .001, together with a significant interaction, F(6, 114) = 11.26, p < .001.

Transposition gradients. The transposition gradients are shown in Figure 6B and exhibit the three hallmark characteristics delineated earlier. If grouping had promoted an increase in absolute or relative interpositions, then peaks in the transposition gradients for grouped sequences at displacements ±4 and ±3, respectively, should be apparent. However, with the exception of a slight elevation in responses at displacement −4, there is little indication that grouping engendered an increase in such interpositions. To scrutinize the error patterns more closely, transpositions were classified as occurring within or between groups, with the latter errors being further subdivided into interpositions and position nonpreserving errors. Because the incidence of interpositions was low, absolute and relative interpositions were combined. Paired comparisons performed on the log-odds transformed error proportions revealed that grouping increased the incidence of transpositions within groups (ungrouped M = .71 vs. grouped M = .87), t(19) = −6.94, p < .001, r = .85, but decreased the incidence of position nonpreserving transpositions between groups (ungrouped M = .24 vs. grouped M = .09), t(19) = 7.4, p < .001, r = .86. Critically, grouping did not increase the incidence of interpositions (ungrouped M = .05 vs. grouped M = .04), t(19) = 1.27, p = .220, r = .28.

Latency serial position curves. The mean recall latencies associated with correct responses at each serial position are portrayed in Figure 6C. It can be seen by inspection that the latency curve for ungrouped sequences exhibits a long output time for the first position, with the remainder of the curve following an inverted-U-shaped profile. By contrast, the latency curve for grouped sequences is relatively flat but with discrete peaks at Serial Positions 1 and 5 corresponding to the recall of the first item of each group. Reflecting these trends, a 2 (sequence type) × 7 (serial position) ANOVA performed on the data revealed significant main effects of sequence type, F(1, 19) = 33.49, p < .001, r = .80, and serial position, F(6, 114) = 12.45, p < .001, together with a significant interaction, F(6, 114) = 3.781, p < .05.

Latency-displacement functions. Turning to the data of chief interest, Figure 6D shows the LDFs, which plot the mean recall latencies of transpositions as a function of transposition displacement.3 Note that the effect of output position has been removed from these data in the same way as in the model predictions by taking each participant’s mean recall latency at each output position and subtracting it from the individual latencies at the same position. The reader is reminded that the negative latencies at some transposition displacements are a consequence of this filtering process.

It is apparent from inspection of Figure 5D that with the exception of some unique deviations—the accelerated recall latencies at displacement −5 in ungrouped sequences and −6 in grouped sequences—the slopes of the functions for anticipations are negative, with a slightly shallower slope for grouped than for ungrouped sequences. By contrast, the slopes of the functions for postponements are approximately flat, albeit with a slight acceleration in the recall latencies at displacements +5 and +6. The LDFs were analyzed using the following two-stage procedure. In the first stage, regression analyses were performed that examined the relationship between transposition latency and transposition displacement for each individual participant. One analysis examined the relationship between latency and displacement for anticipations (displacements −6 to 0), and a second examined the relationship between latency and displacement for postponements (displacements 0 to +6). Thus, regression equations were computed for each participant by regressing transposition latency on displacements that were anticipations and postponements, separately.

In the second stage, the regression parameter estimates for the slopes of the LDFs for anticipations and postponements were pooled together and subjected to one-sample t tests to determine whether they deviated reliably from zero. The regression statistics for the slope analyses are summarized in Table 2, from which it can be seen that the mean parameter estimates for the slopes of the

---

3 For all within-subjects ANOVAs reported in this article, violations of the assumption of sphericity were accommodated by use of the Greenhouse-Geisser correction.

3 Exploratory analyses of the LDFs for all three experiments reported in this article were performed initially to examine their sensitivity to potential outliers. These analyses revealed that the qualitative form of the LDFs (the sign and steepness of the slopes of the functions for anticipations and postponements) was generally unaffected by whether all latencies were included in the analysis, or only those latencies within the range of 2.5 or 3 standard deviations from the mean. The empirical pattern was also similar when the mean of the median latencies was used as the dependent measure. Accordingly, given the insensitivity of the qualitative form of the LDFs to these different methods of dealing with response time outliers, we retained all of participants’ responses, in order to maximize the number of errors available for the transposition latency analyses, and we used the mean latency as the dependent measure.
functions for anticipations were negative and deviated reliably from zero: \( t(19) = -3.68, p < .01, r = .64 \), for ungrouped sequences, and \( t(19) = -3.09, p < .01, r = .58 \), for grouped sequences. In contrast, the mean parameter estimates for the slopes of the functions for postponements did not differ significantly from zero: \( t(19) = -0.48, p = .636, r = .14 \), for ungrouped sequences, and \( t(19) = 0.25, p = .808, r = .06 \), for grouped sequences.

To give some indication of the variability in LDF slopes, Figure 7 shows the anticipation and postponement slope estimates for individual participants. It is evident by inspection that for both sequence types, the majority of participants contributed steep negative slopes for anticipations, whereas for postponements, there was an approximately equal distribution of negative and positive postponement slopes, but these were exclusively shallow slopes. This confirms that the empirical pattern of the aggregate LDFs is an accurate reflection of the individual LDFs from which they are composed, and not the result of a small number of individuals exerting undue influence on the data.

Discussion

Although the findings of central interest are the LDFs, we begin by considering the impact of the temporal grouping manipulation on the other recall measures. Consistent with the spatial memory study of Parmentier et al. (2006), as well as several verbal studies (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Henson, 1999; Hitch et al., 1996; Maybery et al., 2002), temporal grouping enhanced overall recall accuracy, caused a change in the shape of the accuracy and latency serial position curves, and reduced the probability of transpositions between groups. These findings buttress the hypothesis that positional information contributes to the encoding of spatial sequences, and that when such sequences are
temporally grouped, this positional information assumes a multi-dimensional form. Based on the hallmark finding in verbal studies that temporal grouping promotes an increase in the incidence of interpositions, it has been hypothesized that one of these dimensions represents the positions of items within groups (Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998a; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008). However, consistent with the results of Parmentier and colleagues (2006), the present experiment failed to observe an increase in the probability of such errors in temporally grouped spatial sequences. We consider the theoretical implications of this result in the General Discussion section, but for now, we note that a further attempt to replicate the pattern of interpositions documented in verbal studies of temporal grouping is reported in Experiment 3.

Turning to the findings of chief interest, the LDFs for ungrouped and grouped spatial sequences exhibited an overall negative trend, but with a flattening of the slopes of the functions for postponements compared with anticipations. This empirical pattern is consistent with that observed in the verbal serial recall experiments of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), and is most compatible with the error latency prediction of a representational mechanism combining a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression. Thus, although the effects of temporal grouping just described point to a pivotal role for position marking in the representation of serial order in spatial sequences, the LDFs point to a necessary role for a primacy gradient and response suppression, because combinations of position marking that do not invoke a primacy gradient predict steep positive postponement slopes that were not observed empirically. Indeed, the insensitivity of the postponement slope of the LDF to the temporal grouping manipulation—which was also observed in the experiments of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004)—suggests that even temporally grouped spatial sequences recruit a primacy gradient.

**Experiment 2**

One limitation of Experiment 1 was that insufficient errors were observed at some transposition displacements: The percentage of missing data cells for the LDF analyses was 36% for ungrouped sequences and 41% for grouped sequences. The majority of these missing data cells represented long-range transpositions, specifically, displacements in the range of $-4$ to $-6$ and $+4$ to $+6$. It follows that a more reliable assessment of the LDFs can be obtained by increasing the number of observations for the transposition latency analysis. The aim of Experiment 2 was to increase the frequency of transpositions by incorporating an end-of-sequence distractor task. The distractor task involved making parity judgments to two digits that followed the presentation of each spatial sequence—a task employed previously to promote an increase in the frequency of transpositions (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009).

**Method**

**Participants.** Twenty members of the campus community at the University of York took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit or payment of £5 (approximately $8).

**Design and procedure.** The experiment manipulated a single independent variable: sequence type (control vs. distractor), which was a within-participants factor. Half of the participants received the control sequences followed by the distractor sequences, whereas the remaining half received the sequences in the reverse order.

The procedure was identical to that for the ungrouped sequence condition of Experiment 1, with two exceptions. First, the inter-stimulus interval was increased from 250 ms to 500 ms. Second, for the distractor sequences, the 1,000-ms interval after presentation of the final location was followed by two digits presented individually in the central screen position. Participants were required to make parity judgments to each digit, pressing the left mouse button for odd digits and the right mouse button for even digits. Participants were informed that it was imperative that they classified each digit correctly. Following the parity judgment task, the locations appeared on-screen simultaneously, prompting participants to recall the sequence in forward serial order.

Participants were instructed to encode the sequences visually, without deploying supplementary verbal or gestural encoding strategies. All participants reported adherence to these instructions. The experiment consisted of two practice and 80 experimental trials for each sequence type. Sessions lasted approximately 75 min.

**Results**

**Accuracy serial position curves.** Figure 6A shows the accuracy serial position curves, from which it can clearly be seen that the accuracy of recall was lower at all serial positions for distractor sequences than for control sequences—with the most marked effects being observed over the final two serial positions—confirming that the end-of-sequence distractors exerted the desired effect on performance (it is also apparent that recall accuracy for control sequences was appreciably lower than for corresponding ungrouped sequences in Experiment 1, for all but the last two serial positions). A 2 (sequence type) × 7 (serial position) ANOVA revealed significant main effects of sequence type, $F(1, 19) = 36.67, p < .001, r = .81$, and serial position, $F(6, 114) = 58.89, p < .001$, with the interaction falling marginally short of significance, $F(6, 114) = 2.54, p = .055$.

**Transposition gradients.** The transposition gradients are illustrated in Figure 6B and exhibit the usual features. Corroborating the serial position analysis, the incidence of anticipations and
Figure 7. Individual regression parameter estimates for the slopes of the latency-displacement functions (LDFs) for anticipations and postponements in Experiments 1 and 2. Each vertical line in a panel represents a regression slope estimate for a single participant, for a particular experimental condition. The left-hand panels show the estimates for the slopes of the LDFs for anticipations; the right-hand panels show the estimates for the slopes of the LDFs for postponements. The first and second rows of panels give the slope estimates for ungrouped and temporally grouped sequences, respectively, in Experiment 1; the third and fourth rows of panels give the slope estimates for control and distractor sequences, respectively, in Experiment 2. The full vertical line within each panel indicates a slope value of zero.
postponements was greater for distractor sequences than for control sequences.

**Latency serial position curves.** Figure 6C shows the latency serial position curves, which exhibit the usual pattern expected for ungrouped sequences: The recall times peak at the first output position, with the remainder of the curve following an inverted-U-shaped profile. Paralleling the accuracy serial position analysis, the distractor manipulation slowed down recall at all serial positions. Statistical confirmation of these trends was obtained by a 2 (sequence type) × 7 (serial position) ANOVA, which revealed significant main effects of sequence type, $F(1, 19) = 12.61, p < .01$, $r = .63$, and serial position, $F(6, 114) = 8.33, p < .01$, but no significant interaction, $F(6, 114) = 1.07, p = .387$.

**Latency-displacement functions.** The LDFs, with the effects of output position subtracted, are shown graphically in Figure 6D and exhibit the same empirical pattern documented in Experiment 1: The slopes of the functions for anticipations are negative, whereas with some unique deviations—the single peak at displacement +4 for control sequences and the peaks at displacements +5 and +6 for distractor sequences—the slopes of the functions for postponements are approximately flat. The regression statistics for the LDF slope analyses are shown in Table 2 and provide statistical confirmation of the pattern illustrated in Figure 6D. The slopes of the functions for anticipations were statistically negative: $r(19) = -3.43, p < .01, r = .62$, for control sequences, and $r(19) = -2.96, p < .01, r = .56$, for distractor sequences, whereas the slopes of the functions for postponements were weakly positive, but did not differ significantly from zero: $r(19) = 1.4, p = .178, r = .31$, for control sequences, and $r(19) = 1.8, p = .088, r = .38$, for distractor sequences. Inspecting the LDF slopes for individual participants (see Figure 7), it is apparent that for both sequence types, the majority of participants contributed steep negative slope estimates for anticipations, whereas for postponements, there was an approximately equal distribution of negative and positive postponement slopes, and with only two exceptions—one individual who contributed a steep positive slope in the control condition and another who contributed a steep positive slope in the distractor condition—these slopes were predominantly shallow slopes.

**Discussion**

The requirement to make parity judgments to two digits presented at the end of spatial sequences significantly lowered the accuracy of recall and led to a corresponding increase in the frequency of transpositions, as was desired. Indeed, even the incidence of transpositions in control sequences was increased—relative to corresponding (ungrouped) sequences in Experiment 1—presumably because of the counterbalancing of conditions employed in the present experiment. The resulting LDFs were qualitatively consistent with those witnessed in the previous experiment, except that the slopes of the functions for postponements—although statistically flat—exhibited a slight positive trend. This was attributable to local peaks in the LDF at displacement +4 in control sequences and displacements +5 and +6 in distractor sequences, as opposed to a more general tendency for the recall times associated with postponements to slow down with increasing positive displacements. The empirically observed LDFs are once again most compatible with the error latency prediction of a representational mechanism combining a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression.

**Experiment 3**

The preceding experiments have consistently revealed that the LDFs associated with the recall of spatial sequences are characterized by negative anticipation slopes and flat postponement slopes. The generality of this empirical pattern is highlighted by its insensitivity to manipulations of temporal grouping and postsequence interference. The aim of Experiment 3 was to further examine the generality of this result in three ways. First, longer sequences of nine spatial locations were employed to further lower the accuracy of recall, thereby increasing the frequency of transpositions without incorporating end-of-sequence distractors. This also enabled an assessment of whether the relationship between transposition latency and transposition displacement hitherto observed holds when transpositions could span a larger range of displacements. Second, a simultaneous spatial presentation array was employed instead of a sequential presentation array, consistent with typical instantiations of the Corsi-Blocks Task. During presentation of the sequence, all nine locations were simultaneously visible and their presentation order was indicated by highlighting each location in turn. Third, a temporal grouping manipulation was incorporated once more, but this time employing the presentation format of grouping into threes, which has been the most widely employed grouping pattern in verbal studies (Farrell, 2008; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Frankish, 1989; Hitch et al., 1996; Maybery et al., 2002; Parmentier & Maybery, 2008; Ryan, 1969a, 1969b). An additional feature of Experiment 3 was that ungrouped and grouped sequences were administered to different groups of participants. This design choice was made to reduce the length of experimental sessions and to circumvent potential order artifacts that may have arisen in Experiment 1 because of the constant administration of ungrouped sequences prior to grouped sequences.

**Method**

**Participants.** Fifty-two members of the campus community at the University of York took part in the experiment in exchange for course credit or payment of £3 (approximately $5).

**Design and procedure.** The experiment manipulated a single independent variable: sequence type (ungrouped vs. grouped), which was a between-participants factor. Half the participants received the ungrouped sequences, whereas the remaining half received the grouped sequences.

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. First, the sequence length was increased from seven to nine locations. By implication, intrusion errors were no longer possible, meaning that the likelihood that a particular error would be a transposition was increased relative to Experiments 1 and 2. Second, following the “begin trial” icon, all nine locations appeared simultaneously on-screen. After a 2,000-ms delay, the locations temporarily changed color from gray to yellow—one location at a time—according to a random sequence determined by the computer program controlling stimulus presentation. Each location was highlighted yellow for 500 ms, followed by a 250-ms interstimulus interval during which all
locations remained gray. Following the change in color of the final item, the locations disappeared for 1,000 ms, after which they reappeared prompting recall of the sequence. Third, for grouped sequences the interstimulus intervals separating the third and fourth and the sixth and seventh locations were 1,250 ms, creating the impression of three groups of three locations.

Participants were instructed to encode sequences visually, in the absence of supplementary verbal or gestural encoding strategies, and all participants once again reported compliance with these instructions. Each sequence type involved two practice trials followed by 80 experimental trials. Sessions lasted approximately 40 min.

Results

Accuracy serial position curves. The accuracy serial position curves can be inspected in Figure 8A. As in Experiment 1, grouping enhanced overall recall accuracy and caused a scalloping of the serial position curve, with effects of primacy and recency apparent within groups, as well as the sequence overall. Statistical confirmation of these trends was obtained by a 2 (sequence type) × 9 (serial position) ANOVA, which revealed significant main effects of sequence type, $F(1, 50) = 8.8, p < .01$, $r = .51$, and serial position, $F(8, 400) = 81.5, p < .001$, in conjunction with a significant interaction, $F(8, 400) = 9.23, p < .001$.

Transposition gradients. Figure 8B shows the transposition gradients, which exhibit the same features witnessed in the previous experiments. Of primary interest is whether grouping increased interpositions in grouped sequences. Such an outcome would be reflected by discontinuities in the transposition gradient for grouped sequences, with local peaks at transposition displacements ±3 and ±6. It is readily apparent that such peaks are absent in the data. As in Experiment 1, transpositions were probed further by classifying them according to whether they occurred within or
between groups, with the latter errors being further subdivided into interpositions and position nonpreserving errors. Paired comparisons performed on the log-odds transformed error proportions revealed that grouping increased the probability of transpositions within groups (ungrouped $M = .56$ vs. grouped $M = .70$), $t(50) = -4.35, p < .001, r = .52$, but decreased the probability of position nonpreserving transpositions between groups (ungrouped $M = .31$ vs. grouped $M = .19$), $t(50) = 5.45, p < .001, r = .61$. Crucially, grouping decreased—rather than increased—the probability of interpositions (ungrouped $M = .13$ vs. grouped $M = .11$), $t(50) = 2.09, p < .05, r = .28$.

**Latency serial position curves.** The latency serial position curves are plotted in Figure 8C, from which it is evident that the curve for grouped sequences exhibits pronounced peaks at Serial Positions 1, 4, and 7, corresponding to the beginning of groups, with a speed-up in the recall times at subsequent within-group positions. The curve for ungrouped sequences departs somewhat from what would normally be expected. Instead of following an inverted U-shape after the long initial output time, the curve follows a profile similar to that observed for grouped sequences, except that the peaks at Serial Positions 4 and 7 are less punctuated. One interpretation of this empirical pattern is that participants may have spontaneously grouped the ostensibly ungrouped sequences into threes during encoding. However, given the absence of any scalloping in the aggregate accuracy serial position curve—nor any systematic scalloping in the accuracy curves for individual participants—the small punctuations in the ungrouped latency curve may be better explained in terms of output buffering rather than spontaneous grouping. To explain, on the output buffering account, constraints on the number of motor responses that can be executed within close succession may have forced people to group their responses at output (see Farrell & Lelièvre, 2012, for further discussion).

Corroborating the aforementioned trends, a 2 (sequence type) × 9 (serial position) ANOVA performed on the mean recall latencies for correct responses revealed a significant main effect of serial position, $F(8, 400) = 31.15, p < .001$, but no significant main effect of sequence type, $F(1, 50) = 1.9, p = .174, r = .19$, and no significant interaction, $F(8, 400) = 1.97, p = .129$.

**Latency-displacement functions.** The filtered LDFs shown in Figure 8D confirm the empirical pattern observed in the previous two experiments. As in Experiment 1, the empirical pattern observed is consistent with that witnessed in the previous two experiments. For both ungrouped and grouped sequences, the slopes of the functions for anticipations were negative, whereas the slopes of the functions for postponements were flat, conferring further support for a representational mechanism integrating a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression. Thus, consistent with the results of Experiment 1, the effects of temporal grouping point to a pivotal role for position marking in the representation of serial order in spatial sequences but the LDFs—as well as confirming the role of position marking—also identify a necessary role for a primacy gradient and response suppression.

The chief contribution of the present experiment has been to demonstrate that the empirical pattern of the LDFs observed in the previous experiments generalizes to the use of longer spatial sequences, a different temporal grouping pattern, and the use of a simultaneous—as opposed to sequential—spatial presentation array. The use of longer sequences is particularly diagnostic because it permitted an assessment of the relationship between recall latency and transposition displacement when transpositions could span a greater range of displacements, in order to determine whether the empirical pattern hitherto observed is subject to potential range effects. That the form of the LDF remains unaltered—despite the foregoing changes—is particularly telling, and further underscores the generality of this empirical signature of the primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression mechanism.

### Quantitative Model Comparisons

Although the LDFs witnessed across the three experiments are most compatible with the theoretical prediction of the PG + PM + RS model, the possibility cannot be excluded that the models might predict qualitatively different LDFs when model parameters

---

**Table 3**

**Mean Regression Parameter Estimates for the Slopes of the Latency-Displacement Functions for Anticipations and Postponements in Experiment 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ungrouped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipation</td>
<td>-213.48</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>-4.11</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postponement</td>
<td>19.14</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipation</td>
<td>-148.16</td>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>-4.12</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postponement</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are estimated from the behavioral data. To establish whether this is the case, the five models were fit to the response probability and recall latency data for the ungrouped condition of Experiment 3. Of theoretical interest is whether models other than the PG + PM + RS model can reproduce the observed LDF when model parameter values are allowed to vary for each individual participant.

Model Fitting

The five models were fit jointly to the accuracy and latency serial position curves, transposition gradients, and the LDFs (with the effect of output position removed) of individual participants using maximum likelihood parameter estimation (assuming normally distributed data with constant variance). The observed and predicted mean latencies for the latency serial position curves and LDFs were divided by 10^4 to ensure that the variability in the predicted mean latencies for the latency serial position curves and transposition gradients, and the LDFs (with the effect of output position removed) of individual participants were within a similar range so that they received equal weighting during the fitting process. The modeling procedure was the same as that employed for the initial simulations except that model parameter values were varied systematically using the SIMPLEX algorithm (Nelder & Mead, 1965) in order to maximize the log likelihood:

\[
\ln L = -\frac{n}{2} \ln \left( \frac{RSS}{n} \right)
\]

where “\ln” is the natural logarithm, \(RSS\) is the residual sum of squares, and \(n\) is the number of observations entering into the log-likelihood calculation (larger values of \(\ln L\) indicate a better fit). Each parameter vector explored by the search algorithm involved 10,000 model simulation trials of nine-item sequences.

The parameters that were free to vary for the PM model were the weighting (\(\lambda\)) and distinctiveness (\(\theta\)) of the position markers. These free parameters were augmented by the amount of response suppression (\(\alpha\)) in the PM + RS model and the amount of output interference (\(b\)) in the PM + OI model. The PG + RS model took as its free parameters the starting point (\(a_i\)) and steepness (\(\gamma\)) of the primacy gradient, and the degree of response suppression (\(\alpha\)). Finally, the free parameters for the PG + PM + RS model were the steepness of the primacy gradient (\(\gamma\)), the distinctiveness of the position markers (\(\theta\)), the weighting of the primacy gradient and position markers (\(\omega\)), and the degree of response suppression (\(\alpha\)). The two remaining parameters of this model (viz., \(\lambda\) and \(a_i\)) were frozen to values of 1—which neutralizes any influence they might have—to minimize the number of to-be-estimated parameters. In addition to the aforementioned parameters, the iteration-to-ms scaling parameter \(S\) was included as a free parameter in all models. In summary, the number of free parameters was three for the PM model; four for the PM + RS, PM + OI, and PG + RS models; and five for the PG + PM + RS model.

The models were initially fit to the data according to the procedure just described, which yielded for each participant and each model, a set of best fitting parameter values, and an associated maximum log-likelihood estimate. However, as the models differ in their number of free parameters, it is necessary to augment this goodness-of-fit metric with a penalty term that punishes excessive model complexity. This is because it is well known that a more complex model with more free parameters can provide a better fit than a less complex model with fewer parameters (Pitt & Myung, 2002). Accordingly, in order to provide a measure of the descriptive accuracy of the models that takes into consideration differences in their degree of complexity, the log-likelihood estimates were converted into Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwartz, 1978) scores. The AIC was calculated as

![Figure 9. Individual regression parameter estimates for the slopes of the latency-displacement functions (LDFs) for anticipations and postponements in Experiment 3. Each vertical line in a panel represents a regression slope estimate for a single participant, for a particular experimental condition. The left-hand panels show the estimates for the slopes of the LDFs for anticipations; the right-hand panels show the estimates for the slopes of the LDFs for postponements. The first row of panels gives the slope estimates for ungrouped sequences; the second row of panels gives the slope estimates for grouped sequences. The full vertical line within each panel indicates a slope value of zero.](image-url)
\[ AIC_i = -2 \ln L_i + 2 V_i \]  
\[ BIC_i = -2 \ln L_i + V_i \ln(n) \]

where \( V \) is the number of free parameters involved in maximizing \( \ln L_i \), and \( i \) indexes the model for which AIC is being calculated (smaller values of AIC indicate a better fit). As can be seen from Equation 6, the AIC rewards a model for its goodness of fit via its maximized log likelihood and punishes it as a function of its number of free parameters. Similarly, the BIC was calculated as

Like the AIC, the BIC rewards a model for its goodness of fit via its maximized log likelihood, but punishes it as a function of the number of free parameters weighted by the number of observations entering into the log-likelihood calculation (smaller values of BIC indicate a better fit). Accordingly, the BIC offers a more stringent correction for model complexity.

Because AIC and BIC scores are discrete rather than continuous values, it can often be difficult to discern whether differences in AIC and BIC between models are trivial or meaningful. Accordingly, to facilitate interpretation of the model comparisons, the raw AIC and BIC scores were converted into so-called IC weights (Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011; Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004), which express the evidence in favor of each model on a continuous measure of evidence. The IC weight for model \( i \) was calculated by

\[ w_{IC_i} = \frac{\exp(-0.5 \Delta IC_i)}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \exp(-0.5 \Delta IC_k)}, \]

where \( \Delta IC_i \) is the difference in IC between model \( i \) relative to the best model, and each \( \Delta IC_k \) is the difference in IC between a specific model \( k \) in the candidate set \( K \) and the best model. These IC weights—normalized to sum to 1—represent the probability that each model is the best given the data and the competitor models under comparison. The support for a model is considered equivocal if its IC weight does not exceed \( 1/N \), where \( N \) is the number of models under comparison. Thus, with five models, the support for a particular model is considered equivocal if its IC weight does not exceed 0.2.

### Model Selection

The average parameter estimates for the five models can be inspected in Table 4, and the IC weights and associated goodness-of-fit quantities can be scrutinized in Table 5. It can be seen from inspection of the latter table that the average AIC weight for the PG + PM + RS model is 0.66, which is reliably different from 0.2, \( t(25) = 6.86, p < .001 \), based on a one-sample \( t \) test, and distinctly larger than the average weights of the other four models. The PG + OI model yielded the next largest average weight, followed by the PG + RS, PM, and PM + RS models. The BIC weights also suggest that the PG + PM + RS model is the preferred model. The average BIC weight for this model is 0.56, which is reliably different from 0.2, \( t(25) = 4.84, p < .001 \), and sufficiently larger than the BIC weights for the other four models. As for the AIC weight comparisons, the PM + OI model yielded the next largest average weight, followed by the PG + RS, PM, and PM + RS models.\(^4\) That the PM + OI model provided a better fit than the PG + RS model is surprising in light of the fact that the qualitative LDF predicted by the latter model at the outset is a better approximation of the empirical LDF. Although the PG + RS model still predicted a more realistic LDF than the PM + OI model, the latter model provided a better description of the serial position curves and transposition gradients, which accounted for its slightly better overall fit.

### Model Predictions

The predictions of the models are portrayed in Figure 10, from which it can be seen that the accuracy serial position curves predicted by the PM + RS, PM + OI, PG + RS, and PG + PM + RS models (Figure 10A) show good correspondence with the empirical data (Figure 8A). Notably, all four models accommodate the more extensive primacy than recency witnessed empirically. By contrast, the PM model predicts a symmetrically bowed serial position curve that is contrary to the empirical data. The quality of agreement between the predicted and observed transposition gradients (Figure 10B vs. Figure 8B) is also good. In accordance with the empirical data, all models predict steeply peaked transposition gradients in which adjacent-neighbor transpositions predominate, and the error gradients for anticipations and postponements are approximately symmetrical. However, the predicted latency serial position curves (Figure 10C) are at variance with the empirical data (Figure 8C). Whereas the observed latency curve peaks at the first output position, with less punctuated peaks at Serial Positions 4 and 7, the predicted latency curves for all models follow an inverted-U-shaped profile and are devoid of the discontinuities witnessed in the data. Consistent with our earlier simulations, it is apparent that the five models cannot be qualitatively differentiated

\[^4\] Astute readers will have noticed that in Table 5, the AIC and BIC values for the PM + RS model are smaller than for the PM model—indicating that the former model provided a better fit than the latter—but paradoxically, the average AIC and BIC weights are slightly larger for the PM model. This situation materialized because for one individual participant, the AIC and BIC weights of the PM model were markedly larger than the weights for other participants fitted by this model, which artificially elevated the average AIC and BIC weights of this model above those of the PM + RS model (the weights are also very small numbers, which renders them vulnerable to such an effect).
on the basis of their predicted serial positions curves and transposition gradients.

To adjudicate between the models, we now turn to their predicted LDFs, which are illustrated in Figure 10D with the effects of output position removed, as per the data. To facilitate comparison, the LDFs in this figure have been centered at displacement 0 by subtracting the predicted mean latencies of the PM, PM + RS, PM + OI, and PG + PM + RS models at this displacement from the predicted mean latency of the PG + RS model—which had the fastest mean reaction time at this displacement—before adding the resulting values (minimum = 40.33 ms; maximum = 115.02 ms) to the predicted mean latencies of the models for all displacement values. Consistent with the initial predictions (Figure 4D), it can be seen that all models predict a negative anticipation slope, but the model predictions for postponements differ widely. As before, the PM, PM + RS, and PM + OI models all predict steep positive postponement slopes; the PG + RS model predicts a negative postponement slope—albeit a somewhat shallower slope compared with the initial qualitative prediction of this model—whereas the PG + PM + RS model predicts a flat postponement slope. Inspection of the data in Figure 8D lends empirical support for the PG + PM + RS model—the slope of the LDF for postponements for ungrouped sequences is appropriately flat. Thus, the current simulations demonstrate that even when the models are fit directly to representative empirical data, only the PG + PM + RS model is able to reproduce the error latency profile observed empirically.

Although the model comparisons clearly identify the PG + PM + RS model as the preferred model of the data, one potential stumbling block in interpreting the results of the simulations is that the latency curves predicted by the models depart markedly from the latency profile observed empirically. Allaying such concerns, we might predict qualitatively different LDFs if they were able to accommodate this aspect of the data. Particularly unaltered from those presented here.

Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

The results of the model fitting exercise confirm that only the PG + PM + RS model—of the competitor models under comparison—can reproduce the observed LDF when the models are fit directly to the behavioral data. To probe model behavior more deeply, we next examine the sensitivity of the models’ predicted LDFs to variations in their parameter settings—a technique dubbed “parameter sensitivity analysis” (e.g., Li, Lewandowsky, & DeBrunner, 1996). A parameter sensitivity analysis can establish whether a model’s behavior stems from its core representational assumptions. If so, the model’s behavior should remain stable across reasonable variations of its parameter values. By contrast, if the behavior is restricted only to a narrow range of parameter settings, then it may result from arbitrary and unprincipled properties of the model.

Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004) conducted a parameter sensitivity analysis of the PM, PM + RS, PM + OI, and PG + RS models. For each model, they specified a broad range of values for each of its parameters before factorially combining these to create a grid of parameter setting combinations. Predictions were then obtained for each model, for each point in its grid space. This yielded for each model a large number of LDFs covering a wide range of parameter settings. The dependent measure was the slope of the LDFs for postponements only. Their simulations revealed that the models employing position marking to represent serial order—either in isolation (PM) or in conjunction with response suppression (PM + RS) or output interference (PM + OI)—consistently predicted positive postponement slopes, whereas the PG + RS model consistently predicted negative postponement slopes. The simulations therefore confirmed that the predictions of these four models scrutinized thus far are representative of their general behavior. However, crucially, Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004) did not include the PG + PM + RS model in their sensitivity analysis because this model was not considered until a later article (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008), in which the authors presented only qualitative predictions of the model.

Accordingly, to examine the consistency of the predictions of the PG + PM + RS model, we replicated the sensitivity analysis of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), but this time incorporated the PG + PM + RS model into the model comparisons. The same parameters used to fit each model to the ungrouped condition of Experiment 3—excluding the iteration-to-ms scaling parameter S, which was fixed to a value of 1—were varied independently from 0.05 to .95 in steps of 0.1. This meant that two parameters were varied for the PM model; three for the PM + RS, PM + OI, and PG + RS models; and four for the PG + PM + RS model. The parameter values were factorially combined to create a grid of parameter-setting combinations. This yielded 100 parameter-
setting combinations for the PM model (10^2); 1,000 combinations for the PM + RS, PM + OI, and PG + RS models (10^3); and 100,000 combinations for the PG + PM + RS model (10^4). All remaining parameters were set to the same values used to generate the initial model predictions in Figure 4. For each combination of parameter values, 1,000 simulation trials were run of nine-item sequences.

To facilitate comparison of the model predictions with the data, the individual postponement slopes predicted by each of the models were first converted from measurement in model iterative cycles to milliseconds. This was accomplished using the following three-stage procedure. In the first stage, regression analyses were performed for each model, in which the LDF predicted under each combination of parameter settings (with the effects of output position subtracted) was entered as a predictor variable and the aggregate LDF for ungrouped sequences in Experiment 3 was used as the dependent variable. For each predicted model LDF, this yielded two scaling parameters: an intercept parameter (in milliseconds) and an iteration-to-millisecond slope parameter. In the second stage, each predicted model LDF was transformed from iterations to milliseconds employing the scaling parameters obtained from the first-stage analyses. In the final stage, another set of regression analyses were performed in order to obtain the postponement slope estimates for the transformed LDFs of each of the models.

Before turning to the outcomes of the simulations, we first consider the pattern of results expected from the PG + PM + RS model if it is a preferable model of the data. Although the aggregate LDFs observed empirically and the aggregate LDF predicted by this model are approximately flat, in both cases, the individual

Figure 10. Fits of five models of serial order to the ungrouped condition in Experiment 3. Panels show accuracy serial position curves (A), transposition gradients (B), latency serial position curves (C), and latency-displacement functions (D). PM = position marking; RS = response suppression; OI = output interference; PG = primacy gradient.
LDFs from which they are composed consist of a combination of shallow negative and positive postponement slopes. Thus, the approximately flat aggregate postponement slopes for both data and model actually represent the result of averaging over a mixture of shallow negative and positive postponement slopes. This pattern is illustrated graphically for the data in Figure 11A, which is a density histogram showing the distribution of individual participant postponement slopes for the various conditions of the three experiments. It can be seen by inspection that the majority of observed postponement slopes (92%) are shallow positive or negative slopes falling in the range of -100 ms to 100 ms. Accordingly, we would expect the PG + PM + RS model to predict a majority of shallow negative and positive postponement slopes falling within this empirical range as its main theoretical prediction. More generally, the distribution of postponement slopes predicted by this model should correspond closely with the empirical distribution shown in Figure 11A.

The predictions of the models are shown alongside the data in Figure 11. Replicating the sensitivity analysis of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), the PM, PM + RS, and PM + OI models (Figure 11B, C, and D, respectively) predicted a majority of positive postponement slopes (84%, 88%, and 87% of model predictions, respectively), whereas the PG + RS model (Figure 11E) predicted a majority of shallow negative postponement slopes (89% of model predictions), confirming that the qualitative predictions of the models observed thus far represent core predictions of the models. Critically, the PG + PM + RS model (Figure 11F) predicted a majority of shallow postponement slopes: 91% of the model’s predictions fell within the range of -100 ms to 100 ms. Indeed, the distribution of slopes predicted by the model is strikingly similar to the distribution of slopes observed empirically (Figure 11A). The results of the sensitivity analysis thus confirm that the LDF predicted by the PG + PM + RS model under its best-fitting parameter values follows from its core representational assumptions.

**General Discussion**

The three experiments reported in this article examined the dynamics of transpositions in a spatial serial recall task in order to test the error latency predictions of five alternative mechanisms for the representation of serial order. The results of the experiments consistently revealed that transposition latency is a negative function of transposition displacement, but with a reduction in the slope of the function for postponements compared with anticipations. This empirical pattern is uniquely predicted by a competitive queuing mechanism within which serial order is represented by combination of a primacy gradient of activations over items and associations between items and position markers, with suppression of items following recall. The same empirical pattern is incompatible with the four alternative mechanisms for representing serial order. These results are consistent with those reported by Farrell and Lewandowsky (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008) for the serial recall of verbal sequences, and provide the first clear evidence that spatial and verbal STM rely on common principles for the representation of serial order.

**Figure 11.** Distributions of latency-displacement function (LDF) postponement slopes across individual participants and the parameter space of the models. Panels show the slope distributions for the data (A), PM model (B), PM + RS model (C), PM + OI model (D), PG + RS model (E), and PG + PM + RS model (F). The broken vertical line in each panel corresponds to a slope value of 0. PM = position marking; RS = response suppression; OI = output interference; PG = primacy gradient.
The generality of the results of the current experimental series is indicated by the fact that LDFs exhibiting flat postponement slopes were observed across manipulations of temporal grouping (Experiments 1 and 3), sequence length, and presentation format (Experiment 1 and 2 vs. Experiment 3). We note also that LDFs characterized by flat postponement slopes are a feature of an unpublished experiment reported by Hurlstone (2010, Experiment 12) who, instead of employing a fixed set of spatial locations (as in the current experiments), employed spatial locations whose coordinates varied randomly from trial to trial. The consistency of this empirical outcome suggests that a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression are core principles of serial order in spatial STM. Qualified support for the role of the three representational principles was provided by the results of the quantitative-model-fitting exercise, which confirmed that only the PG + PM + RS model could reproduce the observed LDFs when model parameters were estimated directly from the behavioral data. The predictions of the model were also shown to be robust to broad variations of its parameter settings, indicating that the model’s behavior follows from its core representational principles.

Potential Limitations

Before embarking on a discussion of the theoretical implications of our results, we digress briefly by considering a potential limitation of our modeling approach—and, by extension, the approach of Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004), upon which it is based. To keep our simulations simple, we employed a single-layer lateral inhibition network to test the recall latency predictions of the different seriating mechanisms. However, the competitive queuing architecture consists of two layers—a parallel planning layer and a competitive choice layer—and in a fully implemented connectionist instantiation of the competitive queuing model (e.g., Bullock & Rhodes, 2003; Davelaar, 2007; Grossberg & Pearson, 2008), the activations in both layers update dynamically over time. Crucially, however, the dynamics of the two layers are different. Because the purpose of the parallel planning layer is to preserve the serial plan for the sequence, items in this layer compete only weakly with one another via lateral inhibition, which causes the activations in this layer to evolve relatively slowly over time. By contrast, because the purpose of the competitive choice layer is to select a single representation from among a set of parallel activated representations, item representations in this layer compete strongly via lateral inhibition, which causes the activations to evolve relatively rapidly. The different dynamics in the two layers means that they will interact nonlinearly in a manner that is not captured by the current single-layer architecture. It therefore follows that the deliberately simplified seriating mechanisms examined here might predict somewhat different error latency profiles in a fully implemented two-layer connectionist competitive queuing architecture. We defer an assessment of this possibility for another occasion, but note, for now, that we are confident that the predictions of the mechanisms will generalize under such circumstances.

Complementary Evidence for Position Marking

The temporal grouping manipulation employed in Experiments 1 and 3 was incorporated to provide further information about the role of position marking in spatial STM. Consistent with a wealth of verbal STM studies (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Frankish, 1985, 1989; Henson, 1999; Maybery et al., 2002; Parmentier & Maybery, 2008; Ryan, 1969a, 1969b), as well as the single spatial study of Parmentier and colleagues (2006, Experiment 4), temporal grouping exerted a multiplicity of effects on recall performance. Specifically, grouping enhanced the accuracy of recall, and caused effects of primacy and recency within groups, long output times prior to the production of the first item of each group, and a reduction in the frequency of transpositions between groups. These results provide independent and complementary evidence that positional information contributes to the encoding of spatial sequences.

Nevertheless, one prominent and pervasive feature of temporal grouping observed in studies of verbal STM that failed to manifest in the experiments reported here—and in the study of Parmentier et al. (2006)—is the increase in interpositions associated with temporally grouped sequences (Farrell & Lelièvre, 2009; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Henson, 1996, 1999; Ng & Maybery, 2002, 2005; Ryan, 1969a, 1969b). In the verbal domain, this observation constitutes a key piece of empirical support for positional theories of serial recall. Accordingly, it is important to ascertain why this effect of grouping does not generalize to the spatial domain. In attempting to interpret this discrepancy, we consider three possible explanations.

The first possibility is that there may be methodological discrepancies between the way in which grouping effects were elicited in our own experiments and in the verbal studies that may have obviated against the observation of interpositions. This explanation seems unlikely, given that we employed patterns of grouping and temporal presentation schedules akin to those employed in verbal studies and were successfully able to elicit the other major empirical referents of grouping with our manipulations. Moreover, in an as-yet-unpublished study, Hurlstone (2010; Experiment 7) reports an experiment that directly compared grouping effects in spatial and verbal STM using the same methodology—closely matched to Experiment 3—in which kindred effects of grouping on recall accuracy, latency, and the pattern of within- and between-group transpositions were observed in grouped spatial and verbal serial recall, but an increase in interpositions was witnessed only for grouped verbal serial recall.

A second possibility is that our failure to observe interpositions in grouped spatial serial recall might be a consequence of the way our spatial sequences were constructed. Although temporal factors exert a strong effect on error production in spatial tasks—as indicated by the detrimental effect of sequence length on recall accuracy (Smyth, 1996; Smyth & Scholey, 1994), the locality constraint underlying transpositions (Parmentier et al., 2006; Smyth & Scholey, 1996), and the effects of temporal grouping (current Experiments 1 & 3; Hurlstone, 2010; Parmentier et al., 2006)—spatial constraints exert an effect also. Specifically, studies have shown that properties of spatial sequences—such as the relative distance between successive locations (Guérard, Tremblay, & Saint-Aubin, 2009; Parmentier et al., 2006), the number of crosses in the sequence path (Parmentier & Andrès, 2006; Parmentier et al., 2005), the exact configuration of locations (Kemps, 1999), and the extent to which they can be segregated into subgroups based on Gestalt organizational principles (De Lillo, 2004; De Lillo & Lesk, 2010; Kemps, 2001; Parmentier et al., 2005; Rossi-Arnaud, Fieroni, & Baddeley, 2006)—exert effects on error production. It seems reasonable to speculate that such spatial con-
straints, which were not controlled in our experiments, may have interacted in unanticipated ways with our temporal grouping manipulation, causing a shift in the expected pattern of recall errors.

The third possibility—and our preferred interpretation of the data—is that positional information in grouped sequences may be represented differently in the spatial and verbal domains. Specifically, whereas grouping effects in the verbal domain are best understood by recourse to a multidimensional representational scheme, within which one dimension represents the positions of groups in the sequence and a second represents the positions of items within groups, grouping effects in the spatial domain might be better understood by recourse to a multidimensional representational scheme, within which the second dimension represents information about the positions of items in the sequence overall, rather than within groups. Such a representational scheme would be sufficient to reproduce the effects of grouping documented in the current experiments, and, in line with the data, would not predict an elevation in interpositions in grouped sequences.

In summary, although we can reject the first possibility, to adjudicate between the second and third possibilities, further experiments will be required that systematically manipulate different properties of the spatial sequences to be-recalled to establish whether interpositions materialize under some spatial stimulus conditions but not others, or whether the absence of such errors is a robust phenomenon that reflects a fundamental difference in the way positional information is represented in the spatial and verbal domains.

Complementary Evidence for Response Suppression

To further test the involvement of response suppression in spatial STM, we inspected the incidence of erroneous repetitions across the three experiments. Repetitions are rare and widely separated in the serial recall of verbal sequences, accounting for approximately 2% (Henson, 1996) to 5% (Voudsen & Brown, 1998) of all responses, with an average lag of three to four positions between the two occurrences of the repeated item (Henson, 1996). The scarcity of erroneous repetitions has been taken as evidence that, in verbal STM, items are suppressed or removed from memory once they have been recalled. That the two instances of the repeat tend to be well separated has further been taken as evidence that this response suppression gradually wears off over time (although see Duncan & Lewandowsky, 2005, for evidence to the contrary). Surprisingly, to our knowledge, no studies have yet reported repetition data for the serial recall of sequences of spatial locations. Indeed, in most studies, repetitions are not even possible, because once a location has been selected, its color is changed to indicate that it has been chosen, and selection of that location again is prohibited by the computer program controlling response collection. By contrast, in the serial recall task employed here, once a location was selected, its color only changed transitorily to indicate that the response had been registered, after which it could be chosen again, thereby permitting an examination of the incidence of erroneous repetitions.

In the current experiments, repetitions accounted for approximately 1% of all responses—an occurrence rate well below that expected by chance. The two instances of the repeat were also widely separated: The average lag between the two occurrences of the repeat was four to five positions across the seven-item sequence conditions of Experiments 1 and 2, and six to seven positions across the nine-item sequence conditions of Experiment 3. The paucity of erroneous repetitions in the ordered recall of spatial sequences, accompanied by their wide temporal separation, confers further support for the operation of response suppression in spatial STM.

Implications for Accounts of Working Memory

We now attempt to situate the inferred principles within the broader theoretical framework of the working memory model of Baddeley and Hitch (Baddeley, 1986, 2000, 2007; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). As noted in the introduction, according to the working memory model, STM consists of separate subsystems for the retention of verbal and visuospatial information—known as the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad, respectively. The latter subsystem is hypothesized to be further fractionated into separate visual and spatial subcomponents—dubbed by Logie (1995) as the “visual cache” and “inner scribe.” The working memory model also postulates the existence of an attentional control system—known as the “central executive”—that is responsible for coordinating the working memory storage subsystems, and an “episodic buffer” whose function is to integrate—“bind together”—information held in the STM subsystems and long-term memory. As previously highlighted, although the working memory model has been successful in explaining a wealth of phenomena of STM, one widely acknowledged limitation is that it does not specify the detailed mechanisms by which serial order is processed.

In a recent review of the STM literature (Hurlstone et al., 2014), we proposed that the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad function as competitive queuing parallel sequence planning systems. This proposal is buttressed by the explanatory success of two explicit computational theories of the phonological loop—namely, the primacy model (Page & Norris, 1998) and the Burgess and Hitch (1999) model—both of which utilize the competitive queuing mechanism to generate serial order and are capable of simulating an impressive set of benchmark data on serial recall. Both models employ a primacy gradient of activations to represent serial order in conjunction with response suppression during recall output. The model of Burgess and Hitch (1999) additionally incorporates associations between items and a positional context signal to represent order among items. There is, by now, an impressive array of data—which includes the pattern of transposition error latencies observed by Farrell and Lewandowsky (2004)—conveying support for each of these representational principles in verbal STM, suggesting that they are core constructs of the phonological loop. In our review of the extant literature (Hurlstone et al., 2014), we were unable to specify the principles underlying the operation of the visuospatial sketchpad because of a shortage of direct empirical evidence. However, the current study goes some way toward plugging this theoretical gap.

Specifically, the results of the current empirical and modeling exercise suggest that a primacy gradient, position marking, and response suppression are also core constructs of the visuospatial sketchpad, at least the spatial component of this subsystem—namely, the “inner scribe”—that the Corsi-Blocks Task is taken to index (e.g., Della Sala, Gray, Baddeley, Allamano, & Wilson, 1999). Readers may reasonably ask whether this renders the notion of functionally distinct spatial and verbal STM subsystems redundant. Can the data not be better and more parsimoniously explained by invoking a unitary memory system? Although some
theorists have indeed argued that similarities between spatial and verbal STM are suggestive of a unitary store (Jones, Beaman, & Macken, 1996; Jones et al., 1995), such a view is contradicted by a wealth of data demonstrating double dissociations between spatial and verbal STM at the behavioral, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging levels (see Baddeley, 2007, for a review). The current results in no way compromise the notion of distinct spatial and verbal STM stores for items: They merely suggest that the two subsystems process serial order in functionally similar ways.

Nevertheless, it is meaningful to ask whether, within the working memory architecture, the mechanisms that instantiate these principles across domains are entirely functionally divorced from one another. Starting with the primacy gradient, the simulations reported here assume that the primacy gradient is implemented over the representations of items in a STM store. Thus, given the data pointing to the existence of distinct storage systems for spatial and verbal memoranda just alluded to, this would imply that separate primacy gradients represent serial order in the spatial and verbal STM subsystems. Turning to response suppression, one possibility is that a shared mechanism mediated by an executive control system—the central executive component of the working memory model—is responsible for inhibiting the representations of recalled items in the STM subsystems. This comes with the corollary that response suppression is, to a large extent, a strategic and willfully controlled act. The alternative possibility—and our preferred view—is that response suppression is implemented locally within the STM subsystems. This is more consistent with the conceptualization of response suppression in computational theories of serial recall, which envisage suppression as an obligatory process that is not under volitional control, and is supported by the finding of Henson (1998b) that participants are extremely poor at recalling the second instance of a repeated item even when those repetitions are detected with a very high level of accuracy (85%).

Different comments apply regarding the mechanism responsible for representing positional information in STM. Because the positional context signals employed in positional theories of serial recall (e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998a) represent serial order information independently of item information—unlike the primacy gradient mechanism, in which item and order information are conjunctively coded—it is possible that a common context signal, alienable from the STM subsystems themselves, might represent positional information across different STM domains. Indeed, Burgess and Hitch (1999) were explicit in suggesting that the positional context signal in their network model of the phonological loop might also be responsible for coding the position of nonverbal items. In terms of the working memory model, one speculation is that the positional context signal maps onto the episodic buffer (Baddeley, 2000; see Burgess & Hitch, 2005, for a similar suggestion). In keeping with the proposed binding function of the buffer, this would enable the same context signal to be flexibly associated with items from different modalities and domains. It would also provide a basis for encoding cross-domain sequences (e.g., a mixed sequence containing spatial and verbal items; cf. Farrell & Oberauer, 2014), because items emanating from different sources would be bound to the same context signal. Of course it is possible that the STM subsystems each possess their own dedicated positional context signals. Although less parsimonious, this possibility should not be dismissed especially in light of our failure to fully replicate the effects of temporal grouping documented in verbal STM, which may allude to domain-specific context signals with subtly different properties.

One question left unaddressed by the present study is how serial order is represented within the visual component of the visuospatial STM subsystem—namely, the “visual cache.” Empirically, visual STM for serial order has been examined by presenting people with sequences containing novel visual patterns—created by randomly filling the cells of visual matrices—or unfamiliar faces, conveyed from a constant spatial position. At recall, the items are simultaneously represented in a jumbled arrangement and the participant’s task is to sort the items back into their original presentation order. Studies employing such stimuli have shown that visual STM for serial order exhibits serial position curves and transposition gradients akin to those witnessed in spatial and verbal STM (Avons, 1998; Avons & Mason, 1999; Smyth, Hay, Hitch, & Horton, 2005; Ward, Avons, & Melling, 2005), suggesting that principles of serial order in verbal STM are extensible not only to the spatial domain but also to the visual domain. However, direct evidence for those representational principles is currently lacking because—as we have shown here—these features of memory for serial order are explicable in terms of a variety of mechanisms for representing serial order. Accordingly, it will be fruitful to examine the pattern of transposition latencies accompanying performance on the visual STM tasks just described in order to establish which combination of the principles examined here is most likely to contribute to the representation of serial order in the visual domain, and whether those principles are the same as the ones identified in the current work.

Closing Remarks

Before closing, we wish to underscore that we are not proposing that all phenomena of spatial and verbal STM for serial order can be explained by reference to a common set of explanatory constructs. In addition to the shared features in the data that mandate common principles and mechanisms, there also exist domain-specific findings that any adequate models of spatial and verbal STM for serial order must be constrained by. Principal among these in the spatial domain are the results of studies demonstrating how Gestalt organizational principles of visual perception support the encoding of spatial sequences (De Lillo, 2004; De Lillo & Lesk, 2010; Kemps, 2001; Parmentier et al., 2005; Rossi-Arnaud et al., 2006); the results of studies illuminating the nature of the reference frames used to represent spatial locations (Avons, 2007; Avons & Oswald, 2008; Bernardis & Shallice, 2011); and the results of secondary-task interference studies showing how shifts of spatial selective attention and task-irrelevant eye movements impair memory for spatial sequences (Lawrence, Myerson, & Abrams, 2004; Pearson & Sahraie, 2003; Smyth, 1996; Smyth & Scholey, 1994; Tremblay, Saint-Aubin, & Jalbert, 2006). The common explanatory constructs identified by the current research will no doubt need to be augmented with bespoke mechanisms and as-
sumptions in order to account for these domain-specific features of spatial STM for serial order.
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Appendix
Ancillary Simulations

Additional simulations were performed to determine whether the five models predict qualitatively similar LDFs to those shown in Figure 10D when they are able to reproduce the shape of the latency serial curve for ungrouped sequences depicted in Figure 8C. We generated model predictions using the same parameter values and modeling procedure used to generate the initial predictions shown in

![Graphs showing accuracy, transposition gradients, latency, and latency by displacement predictions for five models of serial order.](image_url)

*Figure A1.* Response probability and recall latency predictions for five models of serial order. Panels show accuracy serial position curves (A), transposition gradients (B), latency serial position curves (C), and latency-displacement functions (D). PM = position marking; RS = response suppression; OI = output interference; PG = primacy gradient.
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Figure 4, but with the following noteworthy changes. First, the sequence length was increased from seven to nine items. Second, the standard deviation of noise $\sigma$ parameter was increased from a value of .04 to .05 in order to bring overall levels of recall accuracy closer to those for ungrouped sequences in Experiment 3 (Figure 8A). Third, to reproduce the shape of the latency serial curve, on each trial, time constants were added to the predicted recall latencies for Output Positions 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for each model. The time constants were 40, 20, 15, 10, and 15 iterations, respectively. To introduce some between trial variability, on each simulation trial, the time constants were perturbed by random Gaussian noise ($SD = .05$) before they were added to the predicted latencies of the models. Finally, the iteration-to-ms scaling parameter $S$ was reduced from a value of 50 to 20 to bring the predicted latency serial position curves within the empirical range. All other aspects of the simulations were exactly the same as for those reported at the outset.

The predictions of the models can be inspected in Figure A1. It can be seen from inspection of Panel C that all models accurately reproduced the shape of the latency serial curve, but, critically, their predicted LDFs shown in Panel D do not differ qualitatively from those illustrated in Figure 9D.